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Strategy Corner – Personal Finance Resolutions for 2018

As another year comes to a close, now is a great time to let you all 
know what a privilege it is for us to partner as your advisor. As the 
dust settles on 2017 and we toast to the year ahead, we thought it 
would be worthwhile to share 10 financial resolutions that are 
achievable and meaningful to include with other goals:

1. Review your risk appetite for investments and adjust portfolios 
accordingly.

2. Identify areas to consolidate financial profile/accounts.

3. Create an estate plan or review the plan already in place to 
assure it is current.

4. Review tax strategies – how does potential reform impact you?

5. Maximize retirement plan contributions.

6. Create a 2018 gifting plan – charitable and family

7. Pay-down high interest debt balances.

8. Create a plan of action for future important goals.

9. Emphasize health: live a healthy lifestyle and be proactive on 
preventative care.

10. Protect your credit: review bills, statements, and unauthorized 
activity diligently.

Our firm looks forward to meaningful conversations and continued 
partnership in achieving these goals!

Economic and Market Update

• U.S. equities rose for a 13th consecutive month in November, largely driven by
continued positive economic data and strong fundamentals. Potential tax
reform domestically could impact U.S. and international markets but the
consensus reforms are likely already priced into market prices.

• International developed and emerging markets are out-pacing their U.S.
counterparts this year and should outperform U.S. equities for the first time
since 2012. Developed international economies continue to benefit in large
part due to a tailwind from accommodative central banks.

• Equity markets globally continue to show strong momentum and optimism
abounds from both individuals and corporations. The most identifiable risk to
this momentum would be tightening by central banks through interest rate
increases. With global inflation subdued this risk is mitigated to some extent
and our opinion is rate increases will take place at a moderate pace.

• We continue to operate in a market landscape that has exhibited historically
low volatility. It would be naïve to assume this will continue for the
foreseeable future and our expectation is that volatility will increase at some
point sooner than later. Political and geo-political risks remain the most
identifiable short-term drivers of potential volatility outside of central banks.

What We’re Reading:

Amazon Has Changed How Economists 
Think About Inflation

Explain Bitcoin Like I’m Five

25 Great Ideas For Life

Matt Lowe, CFA, CFP®  
Advisor/Member

https://www.greenewealthmgmt.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Amazon-Has-Changed-How-Economists-Think-About-Inflation.pdf
https://www.greenewealthmgmt.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/Explain-Bitcoin-Like-Im-Five.pdf
https://www.greenewealthmgmt.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/25-Great-Ideas-for-Life.pdf
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